REAL ESTATE

focused on

development
During 2008, we expanded our team with experienced, talented individuals capable
of executing effectively and dedicated to expanding our presence across the country.
Our expertise in real estate, as well as our commitment to our disciplined investment
criteria, will help to ensure that Empire prospers within the traditional economic cycles
of the real estate industry.
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E M PI R E COM PANY LI M ITE D

Working together are Pat Martin, Vice President
Leasing, Crombie REIT; Steve Cleroux,
Director Development, ECL Developments;
Michael April, Vice President Real Estate Services,
ECL Developments; and Joe Fiander, Vice President
Real Estate and Engineering, Sobeys Atlantic.

Pipeline development strategy
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Outlook in challenging times

criteria that will entrench discipline. Those criteria include:

Volatile capital markets and a real estate slowdown in the
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continue to build shareholder value through the real estate
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Our real estate division continues to hold an investment in
commercial real estate through Crombie REIT in which
Empire owns a 47.8 percent interest. Crombie REIT’s
operating and ﬁnancial performance continued to be
exemplary in ﬁscal 2008. We also hold an investment in
residential real estate through Genstar in which Empire
maintains a 35.7 percent ownership interest. Genstar’s
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